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1155 Route 9, Wappingers Falls, NY (845) 298-0011
1 Precision Road, Danbury CT (203) 744-2295

Operating Instructions
Note: Always follow local codes when operating this griddle.

Griddle Operating Instructions
TO LIGHT THE 3 PILOTS: (LEAVE THE GRIDDLE PLATE ON)
1. The three main gas control valves should be "OFF" for at least five minutes to
allow any accumulated gas to escape the combustion chamber.
2. Light pilot heads through the pilot, sight holes on the front of the griddle. (they
will light even with the valve in the "off" position!)
3. Turn on the main gas valves one at a time. The burners should light.
If you have a problem lighting the pilots, you may remove the griddle plate and put a
lighter directly to the burner (be sure to have a flame over the burner BEFORE turning on
the Gas!) Note: you will need two people to remove the griddle plate, which is pretty
heavy.
TO TURN THE STANDING PILOT OFF:
1. Turn the gas control on the propane tank to the OFF position and ensure all
burners are off.
NOTE: Pilots cannot be shut off unless the main gas supply to the unit is shut off.

Griddle Operating Suggestions & Cautions
ALWAYS allow sufficient time to ensure that the plate's temperature has reached the
desired temperature before use.
NEVER overheat the griddle plate and always reduce the temperature during idle
periods.
ALWAYS clean griddle plate after use and coat plate with a light coat of cooking oil.
As a sanitary and safety precaution, ALWAYS keep the grease drawer clean and empty.

Troubleshooting Chart
PROBLEM
1. Appliance will not ignite.

PROBABLE CAUSE
1a. No gas.
1b. Air in the gas line.
1d. Gas turned on too fast at
the tank.

2. Pilots will not light.

2a. Gas valve is shut off.
2b. Fans or air drafts
interfering with pilot
operation.

POSSIBLE SOLUTION
1a. Ensure gas is turned on.
1b. Purge air from the gas
line.
1d. Turn on at tank very
slowly.
2a. Locate and adjust pilot.
2b. Locate and eliminate air
drafts.

For any questions or concerns, be sure to contact us immediately.
845-298-0011 or 203-744-2295
Thank you for your business!
www.durantsparty.com

